
Top data privacy 
challenges for  
contract compliance



How do businesses’ compliance and legal teams thoroughly 
address nascent compliance challenges while avoiding the 
unfortunate label of “blocker” or “bottleneck?”

You might think that’s a trick question. It isn’t.

From the GDPR to the CCPA and beyond, businesses have a range of regulatory 
challenges to tackle just within the context of data privacy — and these obstacles 
frequently entail overhauling a business’s entire portfolio of contracts. When an 
organization has 10,000 commercial agreements to update and only two people to do it, 
it’s easy to see where the operational bottlenecks originate.

However, addressing every new wave of regulations does not have to be a Sisyphean 
struggle. Innovations in technology are giving lean teams the knowledge and power to 
efficiently clear even the most complex compliance hurdles. It’s not the future: they’re 
doing it today, and you can, too.

Here are the three most pressing data privacy compliance issues keeping compliance 
officers and general counsel up at night this year, and some advice on how contract 
intelligence can help you streamline your compliance efforts with confidence.

TOP DATA PRIVACY CHALLENGES FOR CONTRACT COMPLIANCE

The data privacy regulatory landscape is quickly becoming 
hyper-fragmented with dozens of new, updated, or proposed 
laws. Outdated compliance practices expose businesses to legal 
landmines that damage reputations and cost millions of dollars. 
Contract intelligence can help.
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Top current data privacy contract  
compliance challenges
One of the biggest challenges that businesses face in the digital age is safeguarding 
customers’ personal data. Personal data is information a business collects from customers 
that could be used to identify those customers, from names and contact information 
to web browsing habits. If your business handles so much as a list of email addresses 
collected through a form on your website, then you’re handling customers’ personal data.

Ensuring that your business doesn’t run afoul of data privacy regulations protecting that 
sensitive customer data is not a simple task. The reason it’s difficult for compliance and 
legal teams to keep up with data privacy regulations is that many of those laws either are 
completely new, or have recently been revamped in response to new developments.

On top of that, the regulatory landscape is heavily fragmented, with data privacy 
legislation recently enacted or in consideration everywhere from the supranational to 
the municipal level. Is your business providing adequate data security to consumers to 
comply with existing regulations? Looking forward, are you aware of all of the prospective 
legislation on the horizon?

Answering these questions requires taking a step back to make sense of the regulatory 
landscape. Here are three pressing data privacy challenges that businesses must face 
today, and some guidance on how to get started:

Adopting the EU’s standard contractual clauses

The most prominent data privacy regulation on a global scale is the EU’s General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR). Since the GDPR went into effect in 2018, it’s still fairly 
recent legislation — and the changes it’s prompting are still in progress.

Among those changes, the one that’s top of mind for compliance officers and legal 
counsel around the world is an overhaul of the EU’s standard contractual clauses (SCCs) 
for data transfers.

What are SCCs?

SCCs are model clauses for data processing agreements (DPAs), which are contracts 
between data controllers (the parties outsourcing customer data) and data processors 
(the parties processing and analyzing it on their behalf). If a business collects personal 
data from customers located in the European Union and transfers that data to a 
processor outside the EU, the DPA governing that cross-border transfer must use the 
SCCs as a template. 

The European Commission created the SCCs in 2001 and added to them in 2010 to 
promote consistent data protection standards on behalf of consumers in the EU.

What do SCCs have to do with the GDPR?

While the SCCs are data transfer mechanisms that guide individual transactions, the GDPR 
is a broader regulatory framework that promotes data privacy across the EU. The GDPR 
establishes standards for data processing, access, and security, and tough sanctions for 
noncompliance.

The recent SCC reform is the result of legal action brought under the GDPR. In July 2020, 
the European Court of Justice (ECJ) issued what is commonly called the “Schrems II” 
decision in the case of Data Protection Commissioner v. Facebook Ireland Ltd. The court 
examined the SCCs along with the EU-US Privacy Shield, which was created in 2016 to 
provide a framework for data transfers from the EU to the United States.

The case originated with a complaint filed by activist Maximilian Schrems, who alleged 
that the transfer of users’ personal data from Facebook’s Ireland subsidiary to its US 
headquarters could expose that data to US intelligence agencies in contravention of the 
GDPR. The ECJ agreed with this assertion, ruling that neither the original version of the 
SCCs, nor the Privacy Shield did an adequate job of protecting EU customer data from 
access by the US government.
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However, while the high court completely struck down the Privacy Shield framework, it 
ruled that the SCCs would still be viable data transfer mechanisms with the addition 
of new safeguards. In accordance with the ECJ’s decision, the European Commission 
released an updated version of the SCCs in June 2021 to address gaps and ambiguities in 
the prior version, provide guidance for a wider range of transfer scenarios, and align the 
SCCs with the GDPR.

Why does SCC compliance matter to my business?

SCC compliance is not optional. If your business collects data from customers in the EU, 
or if you process customer information on behalf of businesses that do, then you are 
subject to the GDPR. Thanks to Schrems II, that means you need to make sure all of your 
business’s DPAs are compliant with the new SCCs.

Both data exporters and data importers can face legal repercussions for non-compliance 
with the GDPR. The data processor might face sanctions by ICO (the Information 
Commissioner’s Office), the GDPR’s governing body, or lawsuits from consumers alleging 
a violation of their data privacy rights. The data controller, in turn, can face legal action 
from the data processor for mishandling the data it receives.

Keeping up with all of the US states introducing  
new data privacy laws

The GDPR matters to every organization that does business in the EU, but it’s only part 
of the data privacy picture. More than 140 countries around the world have active data 
protection laws, and over 60 of them enacted those regulations within just the prior 
decade.

In the US, a lack of federal legislation on the issue has left a void that legislatures at the 
state level are eager to fill.

Change this paragraph to read: California has enacted the California Privacy Rights and 
Enforcement Act (CPRA), and Virginia has enacted the Virginia Consumer Data Privacy 
Act. Colorado is slated to enact the Colorado Privacy Act in July 2023.

On top of those new laws, nearly half of the states in the US, and the District of 
Columbia, are also considering their own data privacy regulations. Legislators introduced 
some of those bills just this year.

Most of the prospective state bills contain exemptions for data that’s already regulated at 
the federal level by regulations such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
Act, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, or the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act. Some 
of the bills go so far as to provide a private right of action for consumers.

All of these state regulations stand to become entirely moot if and when the US adopts 
federal data privacy legislation. In the meantime, however, it’s imperative that businesses 
maintain compliance with an array of divergent data privacy laws. That requires extensive, 
accessible intelligence regarding the state in which each US-based customer lives, the 
laws in effect in that jurisdiction, and the practical steps that the organization needs to 
take to comply with all of those separate regulatory standards.
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Identifying and mitigating adjacent data privacy risks

Not all types of sensitive customer information are equal in the eyes of the law. Legislators 
in some places have determined that certain types of personal data need special protection: 
namely biometric data, which consists of physiological or behavioral identifiers such as one’s 
face, irises, fingerprints, voice, hands, or handwriting.

Illinois was the first state to enact a biometric data privacy law, having passed the Illinois 
Biometric Information Privacy Act (BIPA) in 2008. In 2020, Facebook agreed to a $650 million 
settlement in a class action lawsuit brought under BIPA. Ten other states and even the city of 
Portland, Oregon have since adopted their own regulations protecting biometric data or at 
least addressing the subject of facial recognition technology.

New legislation to protect biometric data is currently under consideration at the federal 
level in the National Biometric Information Privacy Act. More than half of the states in the 
US, meanwhile, have concurrently proposed their own legislation based on BIPA. Unlike the 
majority of the broader data privacy bills, most of these biometric data laws do propose 
private rights of action for consumers.

Altogether, you can count on one hand the number of states that do not either have existing 
biometric data privacy laws, address biometric data in their broader data privacy regulations, 
or have pending biometric data privacy legislation. As a result, in addition to potentially 
keeping track of and learning how to comply with general data privacy laws across dozens of 
US states, businesses may have to track and comply with a separate, comparably wide range 
of biometric data privacy regulations at the same time, all creating varying rates of exposure 
to litigation and other risks.

However, the risks don’t end there. In 2019, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) imposed 
a record-breaking $5 billion penalty on Facebook, charging that the company deceived 
users about their ability to control the privacy of their personal information. Beyond the fine, 
Facebook also had to make changes to its corporate structure, creating multiple compliance 
channels mandated by the FTC.

In 2021, Everalbum, the developer of a photo app, faced its own settlement with the FTC 
in response to allegations that it deceived consumers about its use of facial recognition 
technology and its retention policies regarding photos and videos belonging to users who 
deactivated their accounts. As with Facebook, Everalbum had to agree to specific changes 
to its operations in order to reach its settlement.

In short: Businesses must potentially maintain compliance with a 
variety of different types of data privacy standards imposed by all 
levels of government around the world. Missteps can compromise 
reputations and lead to huge monetary penalties and mandatory 
changes to how a business operates.

How do you get started?
Based on the conversations we’ve had with compliance leaders throughout the business 
world, there are two main scenarios in which businesses are concerned about data privacy:

Scenario A: You’ve collected a lot of sensitive data from your customers

This is a potential issue for organizations of all sizes across a plethora of industries. Even a 
simple list of email addresses or phone numbers is sensitive customer information. If you 
share that customer data with a vendor — an outsourced, overseas call center, for example 
— then you need to know exactly where the data came from so you know which jurisdictions’ 
data privacy laws to follow.

Given the breadth of current standards and potential regulations coming into play, that’s  
an imposing challenge for most teams. It’s especially difficult for organizations that  
handle large amounts of customer data from geographically dispersed consumer bases,  
from cloud-based software providers, to streaming services, to ecommerce platforms  
and beyond.

$650M

$5B

Settlement under BIPA

Penalty from the FTC
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Updating an entire portfolio of DPAs and other contracts containing data privacy clauses 
may seem like a daunting task on top of all of the other work that a legal or compliance 
team needs to do to keep up with data privacy regulations. However, it doesn’t have to be 
if you have the right systems, tools, and processes in place.

Here are some practical, repeatable steps that your team can take to ensure that your 
organization’s data transfer agreements are compliant.

Assemble all of your business’s DPAs and any other relevant contracts 
together in one place.1

Prepare standardized clause templates that are compliant with the new SCCs, 
if you haven’t already done so for recent DPAs.4

Update all of your noncompliant contracts with your new standard language, 
starting with the most urgent documents and working your way down the list 
until all of your agreements are ready for the new SCC standards.

7

Identify the jurisdiction whose laws govern each contract.2

Prioritize data transfer agreements to update based on urgency, taking into 
account (a) current compliance status and (b) the magnitude of risk exposure 
created by each noncompliant or soon-to-be noncompliant agreement.

5

Track your organization’s regulatory compliance on an ongoing basis after 
you’ve executed the revised agreements.8

After identifying all of your contracts that are subject to the GDPR, review 
every relevant clause they contain to ensure they are compliant.3

Coordinate with all relevant stakeholders, including both internal teams and 
the business partners on the other side of the table.6

For each new regulatory standard that emerges, repeat steps two through eight.9

We’ll examine how you can efficiently, confidently set up and leverage these systems  
and processes, but first, we’ll look at the second real-world scenario businesses are 
facing today.
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Scenario B: You are the customer

It’s not uncommon for an organization to engage hundreds or potentially even thousands 
of different vendors as a customer or prospective buyer. In the process, however, a 
business effectively entrusts its own sensitive information with scores of other businesses.

As a result, compliance and legal teams don’t just have their own liability for customer 
data to think about. They also need to protect their own businesses by ensuring that the 
vendors they employ are taking appropriate steps to comply with applicable data privacy 
laws.

On top of the potentially high volume of vendor agreements is the complicating factor 
that buyers typically rely on the vendor to provide the contract. Accordingly, compliance 
and legal teams must work with vendor management teams to review myriad agreements 
written on third-party templates.

It’s best to develop a repeatable, consistent process to tackle this remediation, whether 
it’s in the context of the GDPR or a new state statute. Here are some steps you can take 
to optimize your remediation efforts:

Identify the vendor contracts that pose the highest risk.1

Prioritize the most expensive services for immediate review and work  
your way down the list.4

Determine which agreements you need to remediate.2

Rank flagged contracts by the sensitivity of the data you’ve shared with the 
vendor, from high to low.3

With the right tools in place, you can standardize your workflows and quickly get the 
information you need to remediate high-risk contracts, even on third-party paper.

What is contract intelligence and how does it help 
people transform their businesses to navigate  
data privacy?
Effectively addressing all of these compliance concerns can be a monumental task, and it 
never ends — there will always be the next standard for your organization to adopt.

However, there’s a smart way for innovative compliance and legal teams to move beyond 
constantly navigating fire drills. They’re systematizing and scaling up their operations with 
new technology that complements and enhances their internal processes, empowering 
them to tackle big compliance projects well ahead of deadlines.

These innovators can do that thanks to the advent of artificial intelligence (AI) designed 
specifically to understand contracts. Machine learning and natural language processing 
algorithms that have been trained on millions of different commercial agreements and 
clause types can exponentially augment the capacity of teams as small as one person.

The power of AI for contracts allows perpetually short-staffed teams to confidently 
move to doing reviews internally instead of relying on expensive — and often slow — 
outsourcing. AI’s speed, coupled with a user-friendly interface, helps people get contract 
compliance work done in a fraction of the time while adding the confidence that they’ve 
left no stone unturned.
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How Evisort creates contract intelligence

In order to transform your compliance team and magnify its impact, you need the 
right system in place. Simple document storage or contract management software 
is not enough to give business teams the powerful business intelligence and intuitive 
collaboration tools that they need. This is why Evisort has created the Contract 
Intelligence Platform: a holistic set of cutting-edge features that rapidly boost 
businesses’ contract management and analytics capabilities and help them make better, 
consistently compliant deals through data.

There are three key pillars within Evisort’s Contract Intelligence Platform. Evisort brings 
together a central repository that integrates seamlessly with other leading SaaS platforms 
that you already use, AI-powered analytics to put vital data at your fingertips, and 
contract lifecycle management tools to help you standardize and streamline your team’s 
workflows and processes.

Contract Repository

Evisort offers a secure repository that can pull, read, and edit more than 230 contract 
types from virtually any source. Implementation is quick whether you upload your 
documents directly to Evisort or keep them stored elsewhere. Either way, the platform’s 
powerful AI will quickly learn what’s in your files, getting your contract portfolio ready in 
hours instead of days or weeks.

If you prefer to use another cloud storage or document management service, Evisort 
offers two-way synchronization. Update your documents in Evisort, and the platform will 
automatically push your edits to the externally stored documents. There’s no need to 
copy, upload, or download files in order to save your changes. Evisort also preserves all of 
the file names, folder structures, and access controls that you’ve set up in your existing 
document management services, making it easy for you and your team to get right to 
work.

In addition to cloud storage and document management, Evisort comes ready to integrate 
with other existing business systems including e-signature and customer relationship 
management providers. The platform’s Open API also enables you to configure custom, 
no-code integrations that work with your teams’ existing tools and processes without 
IT involvement. Evisort improves security with access controls and monitors document 
versions and activity with audit trails.

Contract Types

In-House Paper• Third-Party Paper• Sell-Side• Buy-Side•

HR & Employment• Real Estate & Leases• BAA, Custodial & Industry-Specific•

Contract Lifecycle Management
Scale people, simplify contract administration, 
and streamline workflow processes so teams 
focus on strategic work, collaborate, and get 
deals done faster.

Contract Repository & Integrations
Tame contract chaos and drive user adoption 
by integrating with your existing systems 
and accessing all contracts from one secure 
location.

Contract Analytics
Protect profitability, mitigate risks, and increase 
business agility by instantly answering any 
contract question and visualizing key metrics 
and contract data.

Systems

CRM & ERP•

Deal Rooms•

Procurement & Spend Management•

Human Capital Management•

Finance & Accounting•

Business Intelligence•

Contract Intelligence Platform

Security, Privacy, & Accessibility

Email, Uploads, Integrations, & API
The Contract Intelligence 
Platform provides a 
comprehensive suite of 
AI-powered features to 
make contracting easier 
and faster through data.
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Contract Lifecycle Management

Evisort streamlines self-service workflows from contract intake, drafting, approval, and 
review to execution, delivery, amendment, and renewal or expiration, even when working 
with third-party paper. The platform’s industry-leading AI recognizes dozens of common 
provisions out of the box and learns specialized terms from every document you upload. 
Build custom agreement and clause templates with no-code drag and drop tools. 
Leverage optimal language from throughout your entire portfolio so you can create the 
best first draft for every deal, every time.

Scale resources and collaborate across teams and counterparties with contract 
automation. Transparent approval processes help you accelerate business and mitigate 
risk. Evisort notifies teams with email reminders when they need to take action, increasing 
transparency and deal velocity. Integrated e-signatures allow all parties to quickly, digitally 
sign each contract without having to transmit documents back and forth by email or, 
worse, through a courier.

Contract Analytics

Evisort’s automated dashboards put key information at your fingertips in an accessible, 
actionable format. The AI instantly turns all of your contracts into searchable data, helping 
you quickly identify key terms and non-compliant language across all of your contracts. 
Advanced contract analytics combined with an intuitive user interface help you find vital 
provisions and metadata, visualize contract data, and report on mission-critical contract 
intelligence.

Evisort helps you analyze vital data in real time so you can operate at scale with 
confidence. In-app dashboarding, exportable reports, and configurable alerts help 
you understand business relationships and key dates, monitor team performance and 
bottlenecks, and answer critical questions for executives.

Timely alerts keep you apprised of upcoming renewal deadlines and other important 
dates so you’ll always be prepared and never surprised. You can set alerts and trigger 
notifications based on key dates, contract milestones, and conditions — including 
expiration dates and auto-renewal terms.

Best-in-class contract analytics also help you to future-proof your business. Tag a new 
or unique clause in a single contract. Even if you haven’t historically tracked that clause, 
Evisort will find similar language throughout all of your contracts. That kind of power helps 
you to subvert a crisis: quickly learn which jurisdiction’s laws govern any given agreement, 
or which contracts have compliance clauses based on a standard that’s being replaced 
within the next year.

That’s contract intelligence

Contract intelligence gives business leaders more time and information to analyze their 
contracts and make strategic decisions that are in the best interest of the business. When 
you take back control of the time you’ve been spending manually preparing and reviewing 
every agreement and arm yourself with better data, contract compliance can become a 
source of business insights and strategic advantage for your organizatione.
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How contract intelligence supercharges contract compliance

If you’re still relying on outdated tools and manual processes, and especially if you have 
a lightly staffed legal or compliance team, then you might wonder where to start and 
whether you can ever actually get ahead of your compliance obligations instead of 
constantly trying to catch up under the pressure of impending deadlines.

That’s where Evisort comes in. Evisort’s market-defining Contract Intelligence Platform 
helps lean teams efficiently organize contracts and related documents, identify compliant 
and noncompliant language throughout their portfolios, create standardized clause and 
agreement templates, and generate and execute new contracts.

Here’s what you can do when you use Evisort for regulatory compliance and risk 
management:

Remediate efficiently and collaboratively

Quickly centralize your entire contract portfolio without having to migrate a single 
document or get IT involved. Create a single source of truth where you can triage and 
update agreements without manually entering data or spending precious money and time 
on outsourced providers. Build custom workflows for remediation so you can systematize 
and standardize your internal compliance processes.

Efficiently draft new contract templates and amendments from scratch using your ideal 
language, whether it’s based on the new SCCs, another regulatory standard that arises 
in the future, or an internal stakeholder’s business requirements. Consistently enforce 
version control while negotiating with your counterparties, and have everyone sign 
electronically — all from one end-to-end platform.

Get answers on demand

Find any clause in seconds, regardless of how it’s labeled. Get automated reports and 
notifications on your data privacy obligations. Locate key clauses and identify compliance 
gaps so you can analyze your business’s risk exposure. Effortlessly track which contracts 
have been executed and which haven’t so you don’t leave any loose ends.

Respond faster to breaches

Automatically track all of your contractual obligations to provide notice to clients or 
business partners regarding data breaches. See exactly how much time you have to give 
notice in the event of a breach — meaning you’ll have one fewer fire drill to worry about in 
an emergency.

Adapt confidently

Identify both compliant and noncompliant clauses throughout your entire contract 
database, and update or replace provisions at scale instead of one at a time. Retroactively 
track clauses related to specific laws or compliance standards, no matter how many years 
your organization has spent accumulating agreements.

Leverage standardized compliance terms for every new contract, whether it’s on your 
template or third-party paper. Give yourself the time and tools you need to review and 
update all of your agreements well ahead of deadlines whenever new regulations are on 
the horizon.
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Evisort offers fast implementation and ROI
Once you’re ready to get started, you can have all of Evisort’s powerful contract intelligence 
features at your disposal with minimal delay. The platform offers full implementation in fewer 
than 30 days without the need for migration or IT intervention.

Here are some of the benefits that businesses are already realizing by implementing Evisort:

Create a single source of contract truth without change management  
or file migration.•

Save millions of dollars by avoiding unwanted contract renewals and  
removing redundant vendors.•

Ingest and analyze tens of thousands of documents in just hours.•

Cut contract review times by 93%: a 30-minute review becomes a  
2-minute review.•
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Evisort is the leading transformative business solution for contract lifecycle management and analysis. Powered by 
proprietary artificial intelligence (AI) trained on 11M+ contracts and billions of data points, Evisort’s technology parses 
the nuanced context and meaning of legal language and helps teams protect, scale, and accelerate their businesses. 
Headquartered in Silicon Valley, the company serves legal, IT, finance, and procurement organizations around the world. 
For more information about Evisort, visit evisort.com

REQUEST A DEMO

http://evisort.com
https://www.evisort.com/get-a-demo

